Product summary

International
Pension Plans (IPP)
Hong Kong, Jersey and Malta

Our flexible, multi-jurisdiction approach is unique
in international employee benefits. It enables us
to offer international employers a wide range of
employee benefit and retirement solutions and to
locate them in the trust-friendly jurisdiction that
best suits the business need.

Expatriate and internationally-mobile employees
deserve a sound retirement plan just like everyone
else. But providing one can be a daunting prospect for
employers. TMF Group’s multi-jurisdictional approach
and global reach enables us to offer international
pension solutions that are flexible, efficient and costeffective for employers but also secure, transparent
and portable for employees.

We make a complex world
simple with 7,800 in-house
local experts, covering 80plus jurisdictions across 120
wholly-owned offices
–but just one contact for you.

How do our IPPs work?

•

•
Our master-trust model is ideal for
companies wanting to avoid the cost and
complexity of maintaining their own scheme. •
Packaged plans provide standardised
solutions quickly and at low cost. Bespoke
schemes are expertly tailored to an
•
employer’s exact needs. Hybrid structures
can match even the most complicated
international HR objectives. In every case
we satisfy all the legal and regulatory
requirements.

A safe haven for leavers
A major global employer, headquartered in
South-East Asia, maintains 15 or so retirement
plans which vary according to business division
and length of service. Older schemes are more
generous than newer ones. Staff on longterm secondment can face discrimination on
accrual and other issues on returning home or
retirement. A new solution allows the employer
to consolidate existing arrangements into a more
suitable jurisdiction(s).

Open architectures provide the freedom to invest in
numerous asset classes.
An easy-to-use online platform simplifies investment
management for individual members and lets them
monitor their segregated accounts.
Our multi-jurisdictional approach lets employers
locate their scheme in the trust-friendly jurisdiction
that best matches their strategic objectives.
For United States citizens working abroad for nonUS employers our Mdina Master Trust Retirement
Scheme even provides a fully tax-compliant
international pensions contract.

Whether you are an international employer
looking for the best way to support your own
mobile workforce, or an intermediary helping
clients do the same, TMF Group’s international
pension plans make short work of these
complications.
•
•
•

US tax efficiency in the Netherlands
A US energy company needs a tax efficient
pension plan for 150 US citizens employed at a
very high level and on long-term contracts in its
UAE subsidiary. The new scheme must accept
employee and employer contributions, allow
members day-one access to the complete fund
and be US tax-efficient wherever the member
choses to retire. Our Mdina Master Trust
retirement scheme, located in Malta, meets all
requirements for employer and employees. The
US-Malta double tax treaty ensures that if a
member’s benefits are not taxable in Malta they
are not taxable in the US either.
Why do you need a TMF Group IPP?
International careers are at the heart of multinational business but providing international
pensions is easier said than done.
•
•
•
•
•

Regulation and practice vary widely from
country to country.
In-country regulations limit flexibility and
portability.
Jurisdictions conflict.
International legislation is complicated to
navigate.
Standalone schemes can be expensive to
create.

•

Our schemes are flexible, open and taxefficient.
They provide a simple, transparent
employee experience.
Our experts understand the complex
needs of international businesses and their
globally-mobile employees.
Uniquely in international employee
benefits, our solutions are available in a
choice of jurisdictions.

Personal pensions
For UK taxpayers moving abroad we also provide
personal pension plans licensed by the Maltese
pensions regulator. These schemes are entirely
our own and we do not involve third-party
contractors. As a rule, they accept transfers from
appropriate UK pension arrangements as well as
personal contributions post-tax.
• Qualifying Recognised Overseas Pension
Schemes (QROPS) are for people who
intend to leave, or have already left, the
United Kingdom and wish to transfer
their UK pension benefits abroad. Wellestablished, fully registered with HMRC
and with the necessary transfer-in powers,
our QROPS structures can receive most
UK pension schemes (along with any
protected rights) except state pensions
and final salary schemes already in
payment.
• Our Calypso International Retirement
Scheme (CIRS) is a Qualifying non-UK
Pension Scheme (or QNUPS), regulated
and approved by the Malta Financial
Services Authority (MFSA). Calypso can
accept UK post-tax contributions with the
resulting fund being free of UK income and
capital gains taxes as well as protected
from UK inheritance tax.

About TMF Group

We make a complex
world simple

TMF Group is a €2 billion independent global multinational
with some 7,800 in-house experts across 120 offices
covering 80+ jurisdictions. Together we deliver a broad
portfolio of consistent, integrated but localised services
which also include HR administration, global payroll
and employee benefits, and global entity management,
corporate secretarial and regulatory compliance. Rapid
response consultancy solutions support cross-border
projects large and small, at every stage, across all our
disciplines, and in every market. Specialised teams support
fund and capital markets administration and private wealth
and family offices.
Because we know how to unlock access to some of the
world’s most attractive markets – no matter how complex –
swiftly, safely and efficiently, over 60% of the Fortune Global
500 and FTSE 100, and almost half the top 300 private equity
firms, use us.
So, whether you are operating across one border or many,
with a handful of staff or several thousand, we have all the
flexible, coordinated, business-critical support you need to
open up in new markets, build strong businesses and stay
nimble, efficient and in good standing everywhere.
Find out more about TMF Group
tmf-group.com
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